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2014.12.09 Written by Claudette
We are delighted with the quality of the screens and windows, and we
found the installation extremely professional. I will certainly recommend Hi-
Point to others.

2014.11.27 Written by Adam
Teriffic service professionally installed and nice to deal with and my wife
and I are very happy with the finished product.. Thanks Adam

2014.11.10 Written by Philip McClelland
I purchased parts to make my own louver windows from Hi-Point WIndows.
The staff were very helpful with advice including how to assemble them
ands flyscreen considerations.

2014.11.07 Written by N Harris
I can not fault the workmanship or courteous and patient nature of the
people from this firm. Excellent job guys ! Many thanks

2014.10.25 Written by Peter G.
Pete G. Garden Suburbs. Cannot fault the workmanship. Quality product.
Window was ready two days early for pickup, and two weeks earlier than
anyone else could quote. Price was fair as well.

2014.10.20 Written by Brett
Thanks to K P for his outstanding service. I was in a bot of trouble with
needing a couple of windows in a hurry and it was all sorted in minutes with
my order being ready within 48 hours. Obviously I was lucky they had the
glass to achieve this but I was surprised at the quality and price for being so
quick.. thanks again for your time to look after a bloke in need. Recommend
these guys to anyone

2014.09.25 Written by Ray Robl
I would like thank hi point windows for there professional expertise in
windows, I have purchased windows in the past from other window
manufracturers but none were so friendly and helpful . I would recommend
them to anyone who was about to build or renovate .

Ray

2014.09.24 Written by N Wintere
We were very impressed and happy with the quality and the timing of
windows installed by High Point windows. The installers completed all
windows very quickly and they look great. Jayesh was very helpful and
efficient.

2014.08.21 Written by Paul
Thanks for the fast 2 day turnaround on windows, great job!
Paul

2014.08.20 Written by MC
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Very good customer service and value for money products. Excellent
installation service in a timely manner. We would use them again and
recommend them to others as well. Keep up the good work!!

2014.08.10 Written by MEL JOSS
Thankyou so much for providing a great quality product, promptly and at a
reasonable cost. We will be using your services again and be telling people
we know of your great service from beginning to end. 
Thankyou.

2014.07.27 Written by Karen
Excellent customer service , highly recommend .

2014.07.11 Written by Lily
I recently got my sliding door replaced by Hipoint Windows and I am very
happy with the service. Definitely will go back in the future if I need anything
and I will recommend them to my friends.

2014.06.30 Written by Ann & Daryl
Fast and efficient service, nice windows.

2014.06.19 Written by Ricky Lyons
I found Hi Point Windows and Doors, to be very helpful in all aspects of
producing my product, and end result was great, I will be Back.

2014.06.18 Written by S Smith
Thanks Hi Point Windows for your friendly and prompt service. We really
needed a window in a hurry and you delivered a great product for a great
price. Look forward to dealing with you again.

2014.05.23 Written by Ben Dykes
I have found the service to be very professional and prompt

2014.05.12 Written by AJ
Fast and friendly service, quality products. Highly recommend A+

2014.04.17 Written by terry callen
fast and efficient service and friendly staff

2014.04.16 Written by Rowan Spong
I have bought window twice of Hi point Windows and have had excellent
service both times ..

2014.04.15 Written by Steven West
Great job guys quality of product and work is outstanding. What a amazing
difference. Highly recomend. Thanx.

2014.03.25 Written by ROSE
Thanks Hi Point WIndows for completing a quality Job. Your windows are
excellent quality & well installed. Thanks for being so responsive with our
quote and order. 

2013.07.30 Written by John and Helen Vandervliet
We were very pleased with the installation of security screens and sliding
doors recently. From initial consultation, inspection,quoting and through to
installation, we were impressed with the level of expertise and service by
staff at Hi-Point.

2013.07.18 Written by Mark P
I recently purchased glass louvre windows and aluminium framed glass
doors from Hi-Point Windows. These were for installation in the breezeway
of an old federation home where the openings were old shapes and there
was no scope for mistakes. The process of ordering the windows and doors
was painless, and were ready when promised. I installed them without
difficulty and they look fantastic. Thanks!

2013.07.12 Written by Richard
I have used HiPoint several times in the past for windows only and always
happy. This time they completed a door way entrance with windows
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surrounding the door way and it goods great and valuable for money.

2013.07.03 Written by Monica Stritch
I would like to congratulate Hi-Point Windows on their wonderful product
and service. Recently I had Nine new windows installed some with security
grills and all with fly screens.
There were prompt with a quote, patient whilst waiting for our reply to that
quote and more than happy to renegotiate against other quoted.They
arrived the next day and perfectly measured all windows and all work was
completed within the next two weeks. 
I recommend Hi-Point to anyone thinking of getting new windows or doors
and suggest you visit their showroom at Munibung Road Cardiff, and see
the quality of the product for yourself.

Monica Stritch

2013.06.21 Written by Priscilla Cardwell
Hi point windows did a wonderful job with fly screens on our larger than
standard custom windows and put a screen on our front door to replace an
old one. They were professional and produced excellent work. I would
defineyly recommend them.

2013.06.19 Written by Jeff
We required an over-sized entrance door to be designed and made, and
fitted with specialty glass. The team at High-Point did a fantastic custom
design, and Andrew and Wes completed a tricky construction and
installation with flying colours. As issues arose during the process, they
were handled and sorted in an efficient and friendly manner. Thank you
Jayesh for your co-ordination and patience. Highly recommended.

2013.05.29 Written by Todd Elkin, All Coatings and Resurfacing Specialists
Time is important when working with larger projects and at times we need
to be subject to change. Jayesh and the crew at Hi-Point showed great
response and fine workmanship when faced with both these situations,
delivering on time and withholding quality.
Well done.

2013.04.23 Written by Hi Point Management
Here is a Review by Jad From Windale...

Review posted on http://www.womo.com.au

"I went here after being stuffed around by others. The service took a while
as their paper work is quite detailed (even for a small job) but they got my
order absolutely PERFECT and the price was great. Both panels fitted first
time and I have no complaints at all." - Jad 

Link to the review: - 
http://www.womo.com.au/reviews/Hi-Point-Windows-
Cardiff/#.UXXuXKXuyg0

2013.04.04 Written by Ken.Bell
Purchased and had installed seven windows from Hi Point for our home.
The reason being the vey high quality of the product. Five standard and two
louvre windows. Jayesh and Kunj were especially helpful when making our
selections.
The windows were installed by Andrew and his team and the quality and
the standard of their work was excellent.

2013.03.06 Written by Kathleen Hartig
Everything about my dealings with Hi Point Windows was excellent. I
wanted a new shower screen for my bathroom and I knew that with the
shape of the existing shower recess it would not be easy. But Andrew took
particular care to work out a way that I could have shower screen that I
wanted. 
I found Andrew punctual (came when he said he would) and took extreme
care (and cleaned up behind him). I am very impressed with HiPoint
Service and the product. would most definitely recommend this company
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2013.01.08 Written by Vikki
We have had customised very large windows and doors and the quality is
fantastic, they slide beautifully. The Hi Point staff were most helpful.

2012.11.29 Written by John BUILDER
I needed a single hung window and security screen quickly to make good a
break and enter to a service station. Tried Hi Point for the first time.Ordered
screen and window at about 10-00 am picked up screen at 1-00 pm same
day and the window the next morning. My customer very happy with prompt
service
Thanks John

2012.11.05 Written by Adrian
After several Quotes from other leading screen and window companies
,Hipoint windows by far stands out from the rest ,We just love our new
Aluminium screens and retractable door a brilliant inovative design, thank
you to Andrew for his professional attitude and quality workmanship.

2012.11.05 Written by I. Vojdanoski
I have recently purchased windows & sliding doors from Hi Point Windows
for my house. I had excellent and very reliable service from Jayesh. He did
what he said he was going to do, explained everything in detail and was
only too happy to take the time to talk to us when we dropped in to see him.
I would have no hesitation in recommending Hi Point windows.

2012.10.14 Written by Marc Beattie - Qualified Carpenter
I have recently ordered windows from Jayesh at Hi-Point Windows and
found that the service was excellent and he went out of his way to help out
with my project. The product was of a great quality, my clients were happy
and the price was great. Wouldn't hesitate to use them again.

2012.10.03 Written by Peter Biddington
We just purchased a great louvre window from Hi point, unfortunately the
glass was damaged on delivery. Upon contacting Jayesh at Hi point he was
straight on to the replacement, Jayesh kept us informed and had the new
glass supplied promptly. GOOD WORK.
The windows look great and it was a very good price compared to other
quotes.

2012.09.14 Written by C Campbell
We had two large front windows replaced with Hi-Point. Jayesh and
administration team are excellent in customer service, the workmanship
from Andrew and crew was exceptional from beginning to end. This
company is prompt with their quoting, installation and very friendly, their
products are good quality. Happy to recommend this company to others.

Many Thanks
C Campbell

2012.09.08 Written by Vagn & Kerrie Stenvei
We had our back deck mostly closed in a few years ago by Hi Point with six
very large windows to take atvantage of our lake views Daryl and his crew
did a great job, recently we had them come back and completely close in
the back and install a large sliding door in our front rumpus room job well
done by all. 
Regards Vagn & Kerrie

2012.09.06 Written by John Reid
We have replaced a standard window, in our dining room, with a sliding
door to gain access to the deck. Jayesh at Hi-Point replaced 10 windows
for us 3.5 years ago and we were happy to use them again this time. The
installer, Darrel did a great job of fitting new plasterboard, architraves &
flashing. We would recommend their services to anyone considering a
renovation or new installation.

2012.08.18 Written by James Doolan
I have just replaced the old windows in my home with new louver ones
made by Hi Point; they are very well made and went straight in. The
production team did a great job. I really appreciated the fact that Jayesh
kept me informed each step of the way, he was very knowledgeable about
his product and was only to happy to help with my odd requests; he's very
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easy to get along with. The windows look fantastic and I have had
numerous comments about them already. I am happy to recommend Hi
Point windows and glass doors.

Kind Regards
James

2012.08.14 Written by Mark
Great service and careful attention given to my needs. I ordered a window
and it was made in less than a day! Other window businesses quoted 4 to 5
weeks. I would recommend Hi-Point to every person I know, especially if
they want prompt and efficient service.

2012.08.13 Written by Joe
Great customer service about time I found service within the glass industry ,
Product was supplied to a high quality and prompt 
Thank you and regards
Joseph

2012.08.03 Written by Frank Bisegna
Hi Point Windows replaced all our Aluminium Windows and Doors on our 4
storey 12 Apartment Building a year ago and the Workmanship, Quality and
Service was exceptional,a pleasure to deal with.
Thank Hi Point Windows.

2012.08.01 Written by J Sheppard
Very helpful in suggesting product for noise and heat reduction. Excellent
customer service.

2012.07.18 Written by C Jarnicki
A positive experience. Good suggestions given at initial enquiry regarding
sound proofing windows. Product was as advised and service was
excellent.

2012.07.10 Written by Melinda Bernasconi
We have just purchased a window and security screens from Hi Point
Windows. The customer service was exceptional along with the quality
workmanship. 
Thank you Hi Point Windows.

2012.05.09 Written by Steve Riall
We have just had a window fitted to our home through Hi Point windows.
We found their service and advice excellent and will most definitely be
using them again throughout the renovation program. We have high
expectations when it comes to service and quality, Hi Point windows
surpassed both. AAA recommendation.

Steve Riall

2012.02.28 Written by Daz
Great product and great service.

2012.02.26 Written by Hi Point
Test Comment

Written by
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